Identification of *M. tuberculosis* antigens that induce dominant IL-17 responses during human infection
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T cell responses to Mtb infection

CD4 T cells are essential for effective control of *M. tuberculosis* infection across species

### Cytokine Production

**IFN-γ dependent responses**
- IFN-γ knockout animals highly susceptible to Mtb
- Humans with inborn errors in IFN-γ signaling susceptible to Mtb infection

**IFN-γ production is necessary but not enough**

Cooper AM et al 1993; Flynn JL et al 1993; Feng GC et al 2006; Sologuren I et al 2011; Shabani M et al 2019

**IFN-γ independent responses**
- Polyfunctional TNF-α/IL-2/CD40L/CD107a
- Th22: contribute to CD4+ responses to Mtb; are depleted during HIV coinfection
- GMCSF: restrict Mtb growth


### Beyond the cytokines

**CD153**
- Mediates host protection against pulmonary Mtb across species
- Mtb specific CD4+CD153+ inversely correlate with bacterial load and disease severity in humans

**T cell differentiation**
- Less differentiated antigen specific cells provide long term control in mice
- Antigen expression/availability drives T cell differentiation

Moguche, Musvosvi et al 2017; Sallin MA et al 2018; Du Bruyn et al 2021; Clemmensen HS et al 2021

---

**No single T cell feature/readout is sufficient to define protective immunity**
Which Mtb antigens are targeted by CD4\(^+\) T cells?

- T cell epitopes in the classical immunodominant Mtb antigens are hyperconserved
- Comprehensive genomics revealed hotspots of sequence diversity

**Implication:** Human T cell recognition of the immunodominant epitopes has little impact on the survival and growth of Mtb

Comas I et al 2010

---

**Coscolla M et al 2015**

**Criteria:**
- Highest 5% nucleotide diversity
- Located in open reading frame
- Nonsynonymous substitution
- Lineage-wide presence

---
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Latent TB infected individuals and Mtb antigens

1. Household Contact Cohort

- Index TB case (smear+ or Xpert med/high)
- Household contacts screening (QuantiFERON TB-Gold)
- LTBI Cohort (QFT+/HIV-)
- Enrolled, 2year follow up

2. M. tuberculosis antigens
   - 60 distinct antigens as overlapping peptides covering the entire length of the protein

Whatney W. et al 2018
Study aim and hypotheses

*Do T cells that recognize novel antigens under diversifying evolutionary selection differ from T cells that recognize classical antigens?*

1. Human T cells with distinct Mtb antigen specificities differ in their phenotype, function, maturation state and trafficking potential

2. T cell features correlate with, and maybe responsible for, different Mtb infection outcomes in humans

- Identifying potential active TB progressors, before their progression, will reduce the overall cost of treatment and limit the rate of transmission
IFN-γ response in LTBI varies by participant and by antigen

At recruitment: IGRA+HIV-at high risk of progression to active TB

- At population level, fewer participants make IFN-γ to novel antigens.
- However, within responders, the magnitude of response is highly variable.
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Novel Mtb antigens elicit high magnitude IL-17 response

**Classical antigens:** conserved T cell epitopes

- **IFN-γ**
  - % responders = 71%

- **IL-17**
  - % responders = 58%

**Novel antigens:** variable T cell epitopes

- **IFN-γ**
  - % responders = 55%

- **IL-17**
  - % responders = 79%
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Novel antigens elicit high magnitude IL-17 response
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Classical antigens

Novel antigens
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p = 0.0118
IL-17 response magnitude to novel antigens stable over 6-month period

Baseline

6-months

Data cumulative of 4 distinct novel antigens

Kisumu Kenya

Addis Ababa Ethiopia

No difference between IFN-γ and IL-17 responses to classical antigens
CD4 T cells producing IFN-γ+ to novel antigens are primarily central memory phenotype

Similar pattern for Rv0010c and LldD2
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Naïve-like memory CD4+ T cells in Mtb infection
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Conclusion

1. CD4 T cells with distinct Mtb antigen specificities have different functional properties.

2. Individuals with undetectable levels of IFN-γ make other Mtb specific cytokines (IL-17, GMCSF and TNF-α).

3. Novel antigens are enriched for IL-17 producing T cells while classical antigens are skewed towards IFN-γ production.

4. For the novel antigens, CD4 effector memory T cells produce IL-17 more than IFN-γ; additionally higher frequency of central memory CD4 T cells produce either IL-17 or IFN-γ compared to SEB.

Currently testing the hypothesis that variation in T cell responses may be responsible for differences in TB outcomes in humans.

Specifically: We will compare IFN-γ and IL-17 responses to novel vs classical antigens in progressors vs nonprogressors.
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